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Accessing the display and bound values of a dropdown list
Notes:
In the example the script is in the calculate event of the 
two fields. Effectively, the two fields are looking for a 
change in the dropdown's .rawValue. When the 
dropdown is changed, the calculate event in the two 
fields fire. The dropdown does not contain any script. 
 
 
 
Script in the calculate event of the bound value field:
 
this.rawValue = assetClass.rawValue; 
 
 
Script in the calculate event of the display text field:
 
var vChoice = assetClass.selectedIndex; 
this.rawValue = assetClass.getDisplayItem(vChoice); 
 
Option 1: Script in calculate event of the textfields
Option 2: Script in exit event of the dropdown
Notes:
This is a better solution. The script is in the exit event of 
the dropdown. When the user exits the dropdown, the selected item is committed, so the dropdown's .rawValue reflects the bound value. The script in the exit event 
pushes the new bound value and display value out to 
the two fields. 
 
 
Script in the exit event of the dropdown:
 
assetValue2.rawValue = this.rawValue; 
 
var vChoice = this.selectedIndex; 
assetText2.rawValue = this.getDisplayItem(vChoice);  
Option 3: Script in change event of the dropdown
Notes: 
Here the script is in the change event of the dropdown. At this 
stage the new selection is not fully committed, so the script
cannot use the .rawValue. Instead the script uses the 
xfa.event.newText property, which contains the user's 
selection.  
 
 
 
Script in the change event of the dropdown:
 
assetValue3.rawValue = this.boundItem(xfa.event.newText); 
 
assetText3.rawValue = xfa.event.newText;
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